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Sevenoaks District 

Seniors Action Forum 
                         
 

Working together in the interests of people aged 50 plus 

 
Email: comms@sdsaf.org.uk 

 

 

The Committee’s Rationale for Requesting Modification to 

Sevenoaks District Council’s Proposed Submission Version of  

The Local Plan (Regulation 19) Consultation 
 

INTRODUCTION :- The  Local Plan submission contains no explanation or justification of 

how the figure of 13,960 (698 p.a.) was arrived at and residents have an entitlement to know 

how this was arrived at. In a previous draft of the Plan it was stated that the Government had 

instructed SDC to “aim” to build 14,000 homes to meet local demand. We therefore think a 

challenge to the Plan is justified on the grounds that SDC’s submission is not the most 

appropriate strategy when considered against reasonable alternatives and we set out the 

rationale for this challenge as follows: 

THE OPPORTUNITY TO CHALLENGE THE TARGET-SETTING METHODOLOGY:  Sajid  

Javid’ s Statement to Parliament, and the White Paper of 14th September 2017 made it clear 

that  the methodology for setting the targets could be challenged when he said: “ These should 

not be taken as a hard and fast target. There will be places where constraints - for example, 

such as Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, National Parks or others - mean there’s not 

enough space to meet local need”. The Ministry of Housing consultation of October 2018, 

paragraph 15, states that exceptional circumstances may justify the use of an alternative 

method. We believe that the Planning Inspectorate should take note of the following exceptional 

circumstances prevailing in the SDC area: 

GREEN ISSUES: The SDC area comprises 93% Green Belt, 60% AONB with only 48% 

categorised as urban compared with 83% for all of England. On these grounds alone SDC 

should have made a case that the Government’s target was excessive. 
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THE AFFORDABILITY FACTOR: The application of the Government’s proposed affordability 

factor ‘to fix a broken housing market’ is dubious and flawed. As the Inspectors will be aware, the 

Government wanted a formula to increase housing targets across the country.   

(Ref: https://www.theplanner.co.uk/news/javid-announces-methodology-to-assess-local-housing-

need 14 September 2018). 

 

However, this methodology does not take account of each Local Authority’s particular needs. 

For Sevenoaks there has been an historic under-supply of social and affordable housing as 

illustrated in the KCC Housing led forecasts of Oct 2018. 

 

EARNINGS IN THE SDC AREA ARE BELOW GB  AVERAGE: The Plan is being challenged 

because the application of the Affordability Factor does not appear to have taken account of the 

fact that the data in the KCC Statistical Bulletin of November 2018 on Earnings in Kent showed 

SDC area with weekly work place earnings of £447 compared to £461 in Great Britain. The 

Planning Inspectorate should note this, because to outsiders Sevenoaks is viewed as an 

affluent area but this is not representative of the whole District. In fact there is no understanding 

or ready explanation of why certain areas in the Sevenoaks District have a high house price to 

earnings ratio. Therefore in some areas of SDC the high property prices must be attributable to 

other factors. We are not aware if SDC have made an alternative proposal.  

To have ended up with a high price earnings index for Sevenoaks of 14.59 compared with 7.91 for 

England demonstrates why we need more social housing for local needs and not merely more 

properties which may only serve to facilitate inward migration or buy to let speculators rather than 

the much needed accommodation for social housing purposes and those seeking to downsize to 

free up larger properties for growing families. 

 

SDC CANNOT MEET THE TARGET: In a press release of 18th December 2018 SDC said that 

10,568 new homes is the total which they can envisage being delivered.  However SDC ‘s  
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Submission has merely withdrawn certain developments and not requested a revision in the 

targets on the obvious grounds of AONB, Green Belt and the Affordability Factor.   

CURRENT TARGET 23% ABOVE AVERAGE: CURRENT TARGET 23% ABOVE AVERAGE: 

The target of 698 new homes a year is 23 % higher than the all England target forecast of 269,000 

(Ministry of Housing Oct 2018) on a pro rata basis, as illustrated in the data below:- 

ONS Number of Households  2016 
(2014 based data) 

 

NEW HOMES TARGET 
(Ministry of Housing Oct 2018) 

England 23,229,000    100.0% England 269,000 p.a. 100.0% 

Sevenoaks 49,000        0.221% Sevenoaks   698 p.a.      0.259% 

 
 

The calculation is based on 0.221% =  100%     and therefore     0.259% =  123% i.e.  +23% 

This clearly demonstrates that proportionately the SDC area is being charged with 

delivery of a disproportionate number of new homes. 

NATIONAL TARGET IS TOO HIGH:  We challenge the Plan because while the Government 

wants to see 269,000 new homes a year a lower target of 250,000 should have been adopted 

taking some account of the latest ONS 2016 based household projections. 

SET TARGETS PRO RATA THEN DEDUCT 20%: The starting point should be to set each 

Local Authority’s   target pro rata to housing levels. That would give a starting point of 567 new 

homes p.a. in the SDC Area (based on October 2018 Ministry of Housing target forecasts ). 

This starting point of 567 should subsequently reduce to take account of SDC’S Green issues . 

We suggest a 20% reduction would be more in line with the spirit of Sajid Javid’s statement 

which would give the SDC area :-   

455 homes a year or 9,100 over 20 years 

 
This would be approximately 1,500 less than the 10,568 than SDC consider the maximum that 
they can envisage. 
 
It could be argued that this suggestion is still too high and that if the 2016 ONS data were to be 

used pro rata, then the annual target for the SDC area would be 432 new homes p.a. to which a 

reduction of 20% for Green  issues could be applied to set a target of approx. 350 new homes p.a  

That’s 7,000 over 20 years. In our opinion a sustainable level without irreversibly destroying the 

rural aspects of the District and that would allow the adequate provision of the required 

infrastructure. 

MEETING LOCAL HOUSING NEEDS: The Plan refers to the provision of appropriate social 
housing and that of the ‘right size’ for older people. However SDC and KCC records show that 
they have in the past under-delivered on providing housing for local needs for social housing, in 
particular housing for low paid workers and the growing number of older people.  
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Detail in the Plan, which, whilst only shown as percentages, can be interpreted to show that only 
179 new homes are planned as ‘affordable/social’. This should spell out and show specific detail 
for “social”, as this is where the real need lies. There is no evidence that any social homes have 
been built in the duration of the current Plan since 2015. 

It is for these reasons that the detailed strategy in the Plan is challenged and should be changed 
so that concrete evidence is given to reassure the local population that their needs will be met.  

We recommend that the Plans should be revised and re-submitted and should be based on the 

proposals set out in “Shelter’s” press release of 14th January 2019 as shown in Chart B below: 

      

  Chart A:  SDC Adopted Plan (698 Homes p.a.)                             Chart B: SDC/Shelter Proposed Changes (698 Homes p.a.) 

If the smaller targets are adopted they should be pro rata to the targets shown in Chart B. 

SDC NEED TO SEEK POWER TO DICTATE DEVELOPMENT: Just how much control SDC  

has to ensure that property developers build housing to meet the District’s housing 

requirements is a ‘grey area’. It should be that they are given extra powers by Government to 

ensure that the housing that is needed is provided rather than what will be most profitable. 

IN SUMMARY: Our challenge is not being made for NIMBY reasons. We recognise the need 

for SDC to produce a robust Plan to provide adequate and appropriate housing in the future. 

However the provision of appropriate housing for many people in the area is not apparent in 

the Plan, in particular for low paid and key workers, and increasingly older people.  

Our submission is based on research and factual evidence which we think supports the view 

that the methodology for setting the targets both locally and nationally is unsound and has not 

been based on the most recent ONS data projections.  

It is our view that the preservation of the Green Belt is even more essential and should be 

maintained as a buffer against urban sprawl. The Green Belt is essential to well-being not only 

to local residents but as nearby recreation for Londoners and should not have been 

disregarded when the targets were set. 
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